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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Goeben, 1914 puts you in command of the SMS Goeben, the German battlecruiser that made an epic voyage through the Mediterranean during the opening days of World War I. This is a solitaire game in which the player must accomplish a specific mission objective to win. The player must manage the outfitting of the SMS Goeben and its escorting light cruiser, the SMS Breslau, and then lead the task forces in naval maneuvers and combat on the high seas. As you fight your way through the Mediterranean, you will encounter incidents such as various Allied warships, opportunities for raiding, and unexpected opportunities as well as crises. 
	
German ships in the game are shown in detail. Allied ships are shown in a more abstract way because you, the player, are seeing the situation from the standpoint of Admiral Souchon, fleet commander of the German Mediterranean Division. The possibility of running into enemy warships will be increased via the Alert Level, which represents how much the Royal Navy’s Admiralty is concentrating its resources against your task force. 

Goeben, 1914 is intended for solitaire play, but there are provisions for two-players and teams (see 25.0). 

Each game turn represents one day, and sea spaces represent navigation points approximately 100 miles apart. Warship counters represent single ships or, in some cases, flotillas. 
 
You will have various advantages that you can employ: intelligence information that you can gather along the way, as well as marine detachments that can be dispatched for special purposes. When you encounter enemy warships, you resolve combat via the Tactical Routine mechanism. 

When you reach your objective, you must use boldness and intelligence to accomplish the final mission condition. There is also a campaign version allowing you to conduct multiple missions. 
 
1.1 General Course of Play

Goeben, 1914 is played in scenarios, each representing a mission. You can run an individual mission, or link them together to form a campaign game. The player controls the SMS Goeben and other German, and possibly Austrio-Hungarian, ships that might be assigned via scenario. The player also controls the actions of various enemy (Allied) forces via game procedures.

1.2 Game Scale

Each turn represents one day. Sea spaces are about 100 nautical miles apart. Most warship counters represent one ship each, although DD represent flotillas while troop convoys represent transports plus escorts.

1.3 Important Definitions 

Cargo: A general term for items that can be transported aboard German ships.

Draw or draw at random: Pick at random from the designated marker pool.

Incident Pool: A wide mouthed opaque container in which the Incident markers are kept until drawn and played. 

May: You can choose to take the action or not.

Must: You have to take the action.

Revealed: This refers to an Incident marker which is face up. An Unrevealed Incident marker is face down. You reveal an Incident marker by flipping it face up. 

Roll against a value: Roll a number of dice equal to the stated value. Depending on the game function, you will succeed on certain designated die rolls. 

Example: If you have a gunnery value of “4,” you would roll four dice. 

Select: Sort through the markers and choose the one you want.

You: The player. When a rule instructs “you” to do something, that means you will be executing some procedure, acting, in effect, as the game’s AI. 

1d: roll one die and use the resulting number.

2d: roll two dice, total the result, and use that number.

+1, +2, etc. Make this additional number of die rolls. (Note: this is not a die roll modifier.)

For example, if you are called upon to make one die roll with a +2, then make three die rolls.
1.4 Naval unit abbreviations

BB: Dreadnought battleship
BC: Battlecruiser 
B: Pre-Dreadnought era battlecruiser
CA: Heavy cruiser
CL: Light cruiser (this is the same as "LC")
CP: Protected Cruiser 
C: Unarmored cruiser (later game variant)
Collier: Ship which can provide coal
Convoy: Troop Convoy
DD: Destroyer
LC: Light Cruiser (this is the same as "CL") 
Merchantman: Merchant ship
SMS: Seiner Majestät Schiff (His Majesty’s Ship)

2.0 COMPONENTS

The game is complete if it includes:
1 game map
1 set of large counters (176)
This set of rules

Players will need to provide themselves at least one six-sided die; several would be useful.

2.1 The Game Map

The Operational Display (game map).This is a map of the Mediterranean and its littoral where you sail the Goeben and Breslau. The map shows a series of Navigation Lines with Sea (plotting) Spaces. Ships are placed in the Plotting Spaces and then moved along those Navigation Lines. There are also ports and bases in which ships can perform various special actions.
 
Sea Zones
These are defined as follows:
Western Mediterranean: all spaces from Gibraltar to the two spaces northeast of Bizerte and north of Messina.
Adriatic: all spaces from the Adriatic Patrol zone going north. 
Sea of Marmara: Dardanelles and Constantinople.. 
Black Sea: all spaces northeast of Constantinople (exclusive). 
Eastern Mediterranean: all other spaces.

German Ship Displays 
Each German ship has a graphic representation. Each German Ship Display has the following information.

Leadership: a measure of the knowledge and skill of the captain and crew. 
Errata: The Actions That Change Leadership chart on the map refers to "Critical Naval Battle," but which be "Major Tactical Victory" instead.

Hull: the amount of free space you have on the ship to stow additional gear and crew. It is also a measure of the ship’s ability to absorb damage. 

Engines: generates your ship’s speed. The track is divided into two speeds: cruise speed and max speed. Speed is used to move the ship across the map and determine contact with enemy ships. 

Primary Guns: the firepower of a ship’s large caliber guns. Each primary gun box represents two guns of 200mm or more. 

Secondary Guns: the firepower of a ship’s medium caliber guns. Each secondary gun box represents four guns of between 100-199mm 

Tertiary Guns: the firepower of a ship’s small caliber guns. Each tertiary gun box simply represents six guns of less than 100mm.

Ammunition: the amount of ammunition that a ship possesses.

Torpedo: the number of torpedoes a ship possesses.

Reserve Coal: the amount of coal for fuel that a ship possesses.

Note: Leadership, hull, guns, torpedoes, and engine values may vary throughout a scenario.

GOEBEN Ship Sample Readout: this shows the information on Allied and Austro-Hungarian ship counters. Information for German warships is shown on the individual Ship Displays at the bottom of the map. 

Holding Areas
Naval Combat Display: place warships here temporarily when resolving combat. 

Scenario Orders, Cargo Available German Ships Sunk, Allied Ships Damaged, Allied Ships Sunk, Austro-Hungarian Ships Available, Missions Completed: place various game units and markers in these spaces as directed by the rules. They are generally holding boxes. 
Other Indexes
Alert Level: a track with numbered spaces (1 to 6) to measure the Royal Navy Admiralty’s ability to respond to your actions. 

Turn Record: a track which indicates the current game turn (1 to 10). 

Game Charts & Tables
These resolve various game actions or otherwise provide information.

Note: You should examine the various charts and tables, especially the Terrain Effects Chart, as they affect the application of various rules. 

2.2 Game Pieces

GERMAN WARSHIPS

German ships are controlled by the player.

Battlecruiser Goeben: the SMS Goeben.

Light Cruiser Breslau: the SMS Breslau, the Goeben’s escort ship. 

Battlecruiser Moltke: the SMS Moltke was scheduled to replace the Goeben before World War I broke out. It is used in the “what-if” scenario. 

Light Cruiser Stralsund: the SMS Stralsund, used only in the “what-if” scenarios.
 
Colliers: provide additional coal to the German warships while at sea, refueling them.

Note: the terms “warship” and “ship” are used interchangeably in the rules.
Sample Ship Display (Allied and Austro-Hungarian)

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN UNITS
Austro-Hungarian Warships: Central Power warships which come under German control if they enter the game. 

Sample Ship Readout 
Austro-Hungarian ships do not have displays. Their information is displayed on their unit counters. 
	
ALLIED UNITS

Allied units are forces controlled by the game system. They are hostile to German forces. They use the same readout as Austro-Hungarian ships (above). 

Various Warships: there are a variety of Allied warships. They are shown in less detail than German ships. There are two Allied powers. Britain (Royal Navy)
	France
Troop Convoy: transport ships and their escorts moving French Army units from North Africa to the Western Front.
Coastal Defense Units: various Allied shore guns and coastal craft. They are all printed with the same image on one side and combat values on the other, so you don’t necessarily know the actual strength of the defenses in different Allied ports. Note that they are not Incident markers. 

INCIDENTS

Counters backprinted with “Incident” represent various things your task force will encounter on your voyage, everything from enemy warships to friendly forces There are several types of Incidents, explained on the Incident Chart. The counters have their Revealed side on the front and Unrevealed on the reverse to create fog of war. You never know what you may run across.

Note: that Incident markers may include Allied warships. 

MARKERS
Markers are used to indicate various administrative and tracking functions 

Orders: indicate the mission for your task force which sets the objective for each scenario. 

Alert: represents the current Royal Navy (Allied) level of activity against your task force.

Damage: indicates various types of damage inflicted on Allied or Austro-Hungarian warships. 

Neutral Port Visited: indicates a neutral port that a German task force has visited but cannot return to because of international laws.

Time: indicates the current game turn. 

The following markers represent various ship’s systems, and specialized crews and gear.

Leadership, Hull, Engines, Guns, Coal, Ammunition, and Torpedoes: indicate the status of each of these ship’s systems. Place them on the corresponding index of each ship card.

Special Crew: henceforth called “Crew;” these represent additional or sometimes experten personnel who enhance a ship’s performance. 

Note: Your ships are assumed to have their normal crew complement; these counters represent specialized crew parties.

Reserve Crew Gunners: extra crew members who can supplement normal ship activities. 

Seebattalione Detachment: German Marines.

Camera Crew: camera specialists and equipment who publicize the ship’s heroic deeds. 

Special Gear: Henceforth called “Gear;” these represent various enhancements to ship systems. 
Extra Torpedoes: additional torpedoes to reload the launchers.

Damage Control: men and equipment that can be used keep a damaged ship afloat and in fighting trim, as well as repair damage sustained. 

Targeting Calculator: specialized equipment to determine range and trajectory.

Torpedo Nets: additional defenses against torpedo attacks.

Wireless: radio communications equipment, used with the “Intelligence” rule. 

Searchlights/Optics: enhances contact ratings and combat during night encounters.

Seaplane (optional): shipborne aircraft which can perform reconnaissance operations and enhance contact. 
 
3.0 SETTING UP THE GAME

Set up the game in this order.

1) Place the map on the table.
2) Place the Allied Alert Level marker in the “1” space on the Alert Track. 
3) Place Allied warships
 
Place the British BC New Zealand aside. This is for “What-if” scenarios only. Do not use it in the standard game. 

British: Place the British Indefatigable, Indomitable, and Inflexible BCs, plus the four British CA, four LC, and four DD units face down (on their unrevealed side). Add to them three Quiet Seas Incident markers (for a total of 18 counters). Mix them up (face down). Next, randomly draw the following units and place them in the spaces indicated, again face down (do not examine these units).

Gibraltar Patrol Zone: Two total
Adriatic Patrol Zone: Five total
Malta Patrol Zone: Three total 
Alexandria Patrol Zone: Two total

Place the remaining (non-picked) British units from the above into the Incident Pool. 

The Incident Pool is a wide mouthed opaque container used to randomize Incident markers. 
French: Place all French CAs, CP, and DD face down (seven total French warships). Add to them two Quiet Seas Incident markers (for a total of nine counters). Mix them up (face down). Next, randomly draw the following units and place them in the spaces indicated, face down.

Toulon Patrol Zone: Three total
North African Patrol Zone: Two total
Sardinia Patrol Zone: One total

Place the remaining (non-picked) French units from the above into the Incident Pool. 

Then place all remaining Incident markers into the Incident Pool.

Note: you may not examine the counters in the Incident Pool until you play them or some game function allows you to. 

4) Place Allied Coastal Defenses

Coastal Defense Units: Place all Allied Coastal Defense units face down (on their unrevealed side), mix them up, and draw at random the following number of units per Allied port. Place them in the port indicated, all face down.

Gibraltar	2
Toulon	2
Marseilles	1
Algiers	1
Philippeville	1
Bone	1
Bizerte	1
Mers el Kebir	2
Malta	1
Alexandria	2
Port Said	1


Then, remove all remaining Allied Coastal Defense units from the game. Keep them face down to one side—they are out of play. 

5) Determine your Scenario Orders

Shuffle all of the Order markers face down. Then, draw one at random, examine it, and place it face up in the Orders Box. This is your mission for the scenario. Remove all of the other Orders markers from the game (you can examine them).

Set the scenario turn length as indicated by the Orders Chart (at the end of the rules). This indicates how long (the number of days) the scenario will last, and thus how long you have to accomplish the mission. 

6) Place the appropriate markers in the spaces on the Goeben and Breslau displays. 

GOEBEN
Leadership 	4
Engines 	6
Hull	12
Primary Guns 	5
Secondary Guns	3
Tertiary Guns 	2
Ammunition	6
Torpedoes	2
Reserve Coal		4

BRESLAU
Leadership 	4
Engines 	6
Hull	4
Primary Guns	-
Secondary Guns	3
Tertiary Guns 	-
Ammunition 	6
Torpedoes 	2
Reserve Coal	5


Note: German CLs had no Primary or Tertiary Guns, so there are no markers for them in the game. 

7) Outfit the German task force (see Outfitting, 7.0)

For the Goeben and Breslau (each) you will have a number of Outfitting points equal to twice the leadership value of each ship. Use these points to “buy” a number of points worth of crew and/or cargo and place them in the Hull spaces, one per box. 

8) Place your task force (the counters representing the Goeben and Breslau) in the Messina space.
 
9) Place one German collier in any sea space of your choice.

Note: Do not place the Moltke, Stralsund, or the other collier, or any Austro-Hungarian ships; these are for the “What-if” scenarios only.

10) Begin the first game turn using the Sequence of Play (see 4.0). 

4.0 SEQUENCE OF PLAY

A Goeben, 1914 scenario consists of a series of turns. When the turn marker reaches the last space, the game ends. If you have not succeeded in your mission, you lose the game. If you have completed your mission before the game ends, then you win (see 17.0). 
 
4.1 Phases

Each turn consists of a number of stages called “phases.” They are conducted in this order.

1. Outfitting & Repairing Phase (7.0): You may do any or all of the following for German ships, in any order.

Rearm: This may be done only at friendly naval bases. 

Repair Damage: This may be done at sea or, more efficiently, at a port or naval base. 

Stow Coal: This may be done at any port or naval base, or if a warship is in the same space as a collier. 

Trade Cargo: Switch cargo markers between German ships in the same space, within available hull space.

Note: If you choose to Outfit/Repair, then you must skip the Movement phase.

2. Intelligence Phase (11.0): You may attempt an Intelligence Action, which can allow you to examine unrevealed Incident markers or change the Allied Alert level. 

3. Movement Phase (12.0): You may move any and all German warships. You may move each ship a number of spaces up to their assigned Cruise Speed (without expending any coal). Or, you may move a ship up to its maximum speed by expending one coal point per each such warship. If a ship goes into its Emergency Speed range, it must expend one coal and then undergo a damage check at the completion of its movement. If a ship enters a space containing an Incident marker, Allied Patrol Zone, or Port or Base it must stop.

4. Incident Phase (rule 13.0): Implement the following actions.

1) Reveal any Incident markers in spaces which German warships occupy (these are the markers which were placed on the map during initial set-up).

2) Pick a number of Incident markers from the Incident Pool equal to the current Allied Alert level. This is in addition to any picks for [4](1) above. 

3) Follow the instructions on the Incident Chart for each incident drawn (see the Incident Chart at the end of the rules). 

5. Naval Combat Phase (14.0): If German warships currently occupy the same space as Allied warships, refer to the Naval Combat Subroutine (14.2). 
 
6. Commerce Raiding Phase (15.0): If German warships currently occupy the same space as Allied merchant ships, refer to the Merchant Ship Raiding routine. 

7. Shore Bombardment Phase (16.0): If German warships are currently occupying a space with an Allied target on shore, they may conduct shore bombardment.

8. Objective Phase (17.0): If your warships are in the objective location (as indicated by the Orders marker drawn at the beginning of the scenario), evaluate if you have sufficient victory points to win the game. If not, continue playing until you complete your mission or until the last turn of the game.

5.0 ALLIED ALERT LEVEL

Historical note: The British Royal Navy began the war in a state of indecision. This was partially the result of the chaos of the opening days of the Great War, in which it was not yet altogether clear of the belligerency status of the various great powers. It was also due to the mediocre leadership of the Royal Navy’s Mediterranean Fleet command, especially when compared with the better leadership of the Germans. This is reflected by the various levels of alert that the Allies will have throughout the game. Of course, the more reports of “unidentified German raiders” that reach the Admiralty’s desks, the more they will begin to pay attention to the presence of your task force—and get aggressive

5.1 Allied Alert Level

The Allied Alert Level marker is initially placed in the “one” (“1”) space. It may go up or down according to certain game events and Intelligence actions. These are listed on the Alert Level Chart (on the map, upper left).

5.2 Maximum & Minimum

The Alert Level may never be reduced to less than one (“1”). It may never go higher than six (“6”). If some combination of events would both raise and lower it at the same time, the net result is the change. 

5.3 Alert Effects

The Alert Level has the following effects.

During the Incident Phase, the Alert Level will generate the number of Incident markers to be picked, as indicated in (13.0).

The Alert Level affects the die roll on the Contact Table (14.3). It also determines the Allies “Break Off” level (14.4).

5.4 Alert Level Immediacy

The Allied Alert Level is adjusted immediately after any effectuating event. 

6.0 GERMAN MEDITERRANEAN DIVISION

The German task force consists of two warships, SMS Goeben and SMS Breslau.

6.1 Deployment
You may move your warships together or separately. If you split up your task force, then conduct each phase in the Sequence of Play to completion for each warship, one at a time. 

For example, you would conduct movement for one ship, then the other; pick Incident markers for one ship, then the other, etc). You can choose for either ship to be first or second.

6.2 German Warship Characteristics

Ship Class: This is the type of ship (see abbreviations).

Leadership: Leadership is a quantification of the training and initiative of the officers and crew. Leadership may change owing to various game events.

Guns: The Gun markers’ positions on a warship’s Gun Track indicates the firepower available for combat. There are three types of guns (primary, secondary, tertiary), though not every ship possess all three types. These actually represent groups of guns on a ship, usually by turrets. Guns can be reduced by hits. 

Engines: The Engine marker position on a warship’s Engines Track indicates its maximum speed. The Engine Track indicates three types of speed (cruise, maximum, emergency). A ship can move at cruise speed without expending coal. Expending coal allows a ship to move at maximum or emergency speed. If at emergency speed, you must make an engine damage check at the end of that warship’s current movement (12.4). Engines can also be reduced by hits. If reduced to zero engines, then the ship is dead in the water until repaired.

Hull: The hull represents both the ability of your ship to absorb hits and the number of cargo points that ship can carry. If your Hull is reduced, then any cargo it is carrying in that space is also destroyed. Hull can be reduced by hits. If a ship’s Hull Index is reduced to zero, that ship is sunk (eliminated).

Ammunition: Ammunition is expended when engaging in combat. 

Torpedoes: The Torpedo marker position on a warship’s Torpedo Track indicates the number of torpedoes available for combat. Torpedoes are expended when fired in combat. 

Reserve Coal: This is extra coal used for maximum and emergency speed.

Note: German ships are assumed to carry a standard load of coal, which can sustain them for the entire mission. The Coal index represents extra fuel giving you additional abilities. 

6.3 Damage

A ship may be damaged due to combat or certain Incidents. Each time your ship suffers damage, the characteristic indicated on the Damage table is reduced by moving the marker towards “zero.”
 
1) If the Hull reaches “zero” the ship sinks.

2) For other characteristics (such as Ammunition), once it reaches zero it can go no lower (and the ship does not sink in these cases). Extra damage against a value at “zero” is ignored. 

7.0 OUTFITTING

You can rearm, repair and re-coal a warship in a port or a naval base (during the Outfitting/Repair Phase). Different ports and naval bases provide different amounts of resupply (see the Terrain Effects Chart on the map).

Note: if a ship takes an Outfitting/Repair Phase, then it must skip the same turn’s Movement Phase. 

7.1 Arming

Arming occurs in friendly ports and naval bases. The Terrain Effects Chart indicates the number of die rolls of Ammunition you receive. You can divide this between gunnery ammunition and torpedos and assign to any ships in that space. 

7.2 Repairing

See (10.0) below. 

7.3 Coaling

Coaling occurs in any friendly or neutral naval base, or captured enemy port (but not enemy naval base). The Terrain Effects Chart indicates the number of die rolls of Coal you receive. You can distribute the coal among your ships however you prefer. 

7.4 Colliers

Colliers are markers representing the presence of ships with coal supplies (they are not units). Once you place a collier on the map, it cannot move, nor does it by itself trigger an Incident. A collier simply re-coals your warships in that same space (during the Outfitting/Repair Phase). To do so, roll two six-sided dice and total the results. The result is the number of coal points received. You can distribute the coal among your ships however you prefer. At the end of the phase in which the re-coaling occurs, remove the collier from the map.

7.5 Colliers & Combat 

Colliers are generally not involved in combat. However, if at the end of any naval battle there are only enemy warships remaining in a space (no friendly warships), then any collier in that space is eliminated. 

8.0 CARGO 

Cargo consists of crew and gear above the normal complement for a ship of your class (you do not need any cargo markers to operate your ship, but they do give advantages). Each cargo costs a number of Cargo Points.
 
8.1 Outfitting Your Ship

Each warship starts a scenario with a number of cargo points equal to twice the leadership of that ship. Each crew and gear chit is worth the number of points designated on the Crew and Gear chart. For example, a warship with an initial Leadership value of four could therefore “purchase” up to eight points of cargo. Leadership is not reduced by this; it is simply the gauge for determining cargo levels.
 
8.2 Stowing

Each crew and gear must be placed in a Hull Box. Each Hull Box holds a maximum of one crew or gear.
 
8.3 Additional Crew/Gear

Additional crew and/or gear may be picked up during the course of a scenario owing to various Incidents, or while a warship is in a friendly naval base. However, the total Hull value of a ship may never be exceeded. Additionally, the quantity of cargo counters provided in the game is a limit; there may not be more cargo counters in play than exist as game pieces.

Note: Changes to leadership will not affect the amount of cargo, once “purchased.” 

You may in an Outfitting phase “dump” gear overboard (thereby eliminating those counters) to accommodate different gear. You may remove crew only if you are in a friendly port or naval base. Dumped gear and removed crew are placed in the Available box. 

8.4 Cargo and Damage

If a warship suffers hits that reduce the Hull, any crew or gear stowed in that box is eliminated (and placed in the Available box). 

8.5 Cargo at a Friendly Naval Base 

You may add additional cargo to a warship in a friendly naval base during the Outfitting/Repair Phase. You can expend a number of points equal to the Leadership value of that warship (this is not doubled as during initial outfitting). And again, this can not be in excess of the Hull’s stowage limit.

8.6 Transferring Cargoes

Cargo may be transferred between friendly ships that are present in the same port or naval base at the same time. Simply switch the counters between ships. 

Note: Neutral or captured ports or naval bases are considered to be “friendly.”

9.0 PORTS & NAVAL BASES

There are six categories of ports in the game: friendly ports, friendly naval bases, neutral ports, neutral naval bases, enemy ports, and enemy naval bases. A warship may always enter a friendly port or naval base. It can enter a neutral port or naval base under limited conditions (9.1). It may not enter an enemy port or naval base, unless it is captured (see 9.2).

9.1 Neutral Ports & Naval Bases

Neutral ports and naval bases permit your warships entrance owing to the statutes of international maritime law, but each neutral port only permits one visit by any warship(s). A “visit” is defined as one or more warship occupying that port or naval bases throughout an entire Movement phase (having entered that port/naval base during the previous Movement phase). After a visit, a German warship must exit a neutral port, and no German warship may enter that neutral port again in the game. Place a “Neutral Visited” marker in that space as a mnemonic. Even if only one German ship enters a neutral port, other German ships would thereby be prohibited from entering it later in the game. 

For example: the Goeben and Breslau end their Turn 4 move in Brindisi. On turn 5’s Outfitting & Repair phase, they they can re-coal, etc., in Brindisi. Since they took an Outfitting & Repair phase, they skip Turn 5’s Movement phase. On turn 6 they must skip the Outfitting & Repair phase and leave Brindisi during the Movement phase (and not return in the same scenario). 

9.2 Seebataillon & Capturing Ports 

If a German warship has a Seebataillon (marines) detachment aboard, that detachment can attempt to capture an enemy port (but never any neutral port/naval base or enemy naval base). The warship must engage the coastal defenses of that port and eliminate them (as well as any enemy warships in that space). If the warship survives, it may land any Marine detachments, thereby capturing that port. (The landing occurs at the end of the Shore Bombardment phase.) 

The port remains captured as long as both the warship and the detachment are present in that space. A warship alone cannot capture an enemy port. A detachment of Marines in a port without a warship present in the same space is automatically eliminated.

Developer’s Note: Without the support of this ship’s big guns, the Marine detachment is too small a force to hold a port against enemy forces not otherwise portrayed in the game.

Any warship that is present in a captured enemy port may be re-coaled and repaired normally, but not rearmed (that port doesn’t have the correct type of ammunition to re-arm your ships).

You may re-embark a Marine detachment aboard any friendly ship in that port at any time.
You stay in control of a captured port for as long as the above conditions apply. 

10.0 REPAIRS 

You conduct repair during the Outfitting/Repair Phase. You do so by moving the markers on the indexes representing guns, engines, and hull markers back to their starting boxes. No warship attribute can ever be repaired beyond its starting level.

10.1 Repair Procedure

To repair a warship, consult the Repair Table. Roll a quantity of dice equal to the Leadership value of that warship, plus additional dice for crew, etc., as indicated on the table. The player may assign each die roll to whatever damaged attribute he wishes, but he must decide which dice will be assigned to which attribute (gun, engine, or hull) before rolling. Each success will repair one point of damage. (See the Repair Table on the center left of the map.)

A warship may attempt repair anywhere on the map, though certain locations will provide enhanced die rolls. You may attempt repair at sea. 
 
Note: A warship that attempts repair, regardless of the outcome, may not move during the Movement phase of that same game turn.

11.0 INTELLIGENCE

During the Intelligence phase, you may attempt to gain information and change the Alert level. 

11.1 Intelligence Procedure

Consult the Intelligence Table (upper left of map). Designate which ship will be making the Intelligence attempt. Determine its Intelligence Value by adding up all factors which apply (listed with the Table). Roll one die. Cross it index it with the columns for the Intelligence Value. Then apply the outcome immediately. You may make a maximum of one Intelligence attempt per turn, using only one ship. 

11.2 Results 

These are explained to the right of the table. 

Note: Certain Incident markers will provide additional Intelligence at various times in the game. 
12.0 MOVEMENT

During each Movement Phase, you may move your ships a number of spaces up to their speed. You move each ship from one space to another linked space. 

Note: A ship that was outfitted or repaired cannot move during that same turn.

12.1 Cruise Speed

Cruise speed is normal movement, and costs no Coal. A ship can move a number of spaces up to its cruise speed number (or stay in place and not move) and consume no coal. 

For example, a warship with a cruise speed of “4” may move up to four spaces in a movement phase at cruise speed.
 
12.2 Maximum Speed

A warship can move up to its maximum speed via the expenditure of one coal point. 

For example, a warship with a maximum speed of “5” may move five spaces if the player expends one coal point.

12.3 Emergency Speed

A warship can also move up to its emergency speed via the expenditure of one coal point (this is only one coal point, not one in addition to maximum speed). However, the player must roll one six-sided die at the end of that movement: If the result is a “1” or “2”, that warship suffers damage to its engines. Reduce the Engine index by one space. On a “3” to “6” there is no damage. Regardless of damage, the ship can move the full emergency speed. 

For example, a warship with an emergency speed of “6” may move six spaces if the player expends one Coal point.

12.4 Damage Effects on a Warship’s Speed

Each point of engine damage reduces speed by one, per the numbers on the index. A warship can move up to the limit of the current engine speed until the engines are repaired.

	Note: this may mean that a ship will not be able to move to its Max range. 

12.5 Movement Spaces 

High Seas: blue circle sea spaces. Use normal movement via them. 

Transit Points (Shipping Lanes): blue circles, treat as High Seas except that they connect two or more sea spaces and thus ships can move along any of those links.

Allied Patrol Zones: treat as high seas spaces except that a German warship must stop when entering them. Exiting an Allied Patrol Zone has no specific effect against movement.

Atlantic Exit: treat as high seas, but can enter only if playing the Atlantic Breakout mission. 

Ports and Naval Bases: coastal locations. A warship must stop when entering any port or naval base (regardless of who controls it). Exiting a port or naval base has no specific effect against movement. German warships may enter enemy (Allied) ports and naval bases, but must engage in combat against any coastal defense units. Germans can possibly try to capture an Allied port (9.2). See also (see 9.1) for the neutrality rules. 

Note: A warship may otherwise remain in a friendly or enemy port or naval base indefinitely. 

Objective Spaces: These are designated by the scenario as where you complete your mission. When you have a German warship in one of these spaces, you may declare an end to the game if you have fulfilled your victory conditions. These spaces are otherwise treated according to the terrain in them. 

Black Sea: Units may never enter the Black Sea. It is included on the map for future variants. 

13.0 INCIDENT PHASE 

During the Incident Phase, for each space containing one or more German warships, you must in this order.

1) If unrevealed Incident markers are in the space, then reveal those markers. This may be result in one or more Allied warships being present, in which case they remain revealed in the space. This will trigger naval combat (14.0). If a “Quiet Seas” marker is revealed, return it to the pool.

2) Pick a quantity of Incident markers from the Incident Pool equal to the number indicated by the current Allied Alert level. (This is in addition to (1) above.)

3) As you pick the Incident markers, reveal and categorize them as follows: 

a) Allied Warships: Place to one side. Resolve any combat with them (as well as those revealed in (1)) in the upcoming Naval Combat Phase.

b) Allied Merchantmen & Troop Convoys: Place to one side. Resolve any combat against them in the Commerce Raiding phase.

c) All other markers: Place them face up in the order in which they were picked.

4) Event Resolution: all Incidents in 3 (c) above are now resolved, one at a time, in the order picked. 

13.1 Incident Resolution

Incidents are resolved per the instructions on the Incident Chart (at the end of the rules). An Incident explanation can supersede other game rules. 

If an Incident explanation says “remove from play”, remove it from the game permanently after it is picked and implemented. Otherwise, after resolving all Incidents, return Incident markers to the Incident Pool 
You must pick Incident markers even if a warship did not move. 

Note: Since you pick Incident markers after completing movement, this means the faster you move, the fewer Incident markers you will be picking per number of spaces traversed. 
 
Colliers do not trigger an Incident pick.

13.2 Incidents in Ports & Naval bases 

Warships in a friendly naval ports and base do not make an Incident pick. 

Warships in a neutral port or naval base do not make an Incident pick if the current Allied Alert Level is one, two, or three. However, if the current Allied Alert Level is four or higher, warships in any port or naval base are subject to a normal Incident pick. 

Warships in an enemy port or naval base always pick normally, plus making additional Incident marker picks per the Terrain Effects Chart. 

Warships in Constantinople are not subject to Incident picks, regardless of Allied Alert level. 

14.0 NAVAL COMBAT 

Naval Combat is triggered when German warships are in the same space as Allied warships. Combat is conducted during the Combat Phase per the sequence below.
 
14.1 Battle Deployment Procedure

1) Remove the engaged ships in the space from the map and place them in their side’s Long Range box of the Naval Combat Display (on the lower left of the map). 

2) Place the battle marker in the map space from where the ships were removed (to remind you where the battle is occurring). 

14.2 Combat Subroutine

1) Determine which side has the First Salvo, using the Contact Procedure (14.3 below); if this results in a “Break-off,” the combat sequence immediately ends. 

Note: Since firing is sequential, this may mean you may be able to wipe out an Allied force before it shoots at you. On the other hand, if the Allied shoots first, they may be able to wreak all sorts of havoc before you get a shot back.

2) Whichever side has First Salvo fires the Primary Guns of all its ships, inflicting any damage immediately. If no ships have primary guns, then skip this step, and proceed to step (3).

3) Next, the side with Second Salvo fires the Primary Guns of all its ships, inflicting any damage immediately. If no ships have primary guns, then skip this step and proceed to step (4).

4) Whichever side has First Salvo now fires the Secondary Guns of all its ships, inflicting any damage immediately. If no ships have secondary guns, then skip this step, and proceed to step (5).

5) Then, the side with Second Salvo fires fires the Secondary Guns of all its ships, inflicting any damage immediately. If no ships have secondary guns, then skip this step, and proceed to step (6).

6) Whichever side has First Salvo now fires the Tertiary Guns of all its ships, inflicting any damage immediately. If no ships have tertiary guns, then skip this step, and proceed to step (7).

7) Next, the side with Second Salvo fires fires the Tertiary Guns of all its ships, inflicting any damage immediately. If no ships have tertiary guns, then skip this step, and proceed to step (8).

8) Whichever side has First Salvo may fire any Torpedoes of its ships, inflicting any damage immediately. If no ships have torpedoes, then skip this step, and proceed to step (9).

9) Then, he side with Second Salvo may fire any Torpedoes of its ships, inflicting any damage immediately. If no ships have torpedoes, then skip this step; the combat segment ends.

14.3 Contact Procedure

1) Determine each side’s Contact Rating. 
Germans: the Contact Rating is the total of: (a) the Leadership of one engaged ship (you select which one); plus (b) the value of any gear or crew that increases Leadership values; plus (c) the cruise speed of any one ship you select (to use maximum speed you must expend one Coal).

Allies: the Contact Rating is the total of: (a) the current Allied Alert rating; plus (b) the speed of the single fastest Allied ship; plus (c) “one” if the combat is taking place in an Allied Naval Base, Port or Patrol Zone.

2) Consult the Contact Table (upper center on the map). Roll one die. Add the German Contact Rating. Subtract the Allied Contact Rating. Then cross-index the final result will the outcomes on the table.

3) There are three general results.

1) No contact: No combat occurs. German warships remain in the space. Allied warships in the space are returned to the Incident Pool.

2) Contact 1: If a limited a “Limited Visibility” Incident is in effect, or it is night (see optionals), no contact occurs. Otherwise, combat occurs, with the indicated side having “First Salvo” and the other “Second Salvo”. 

3) Contact 2: Combat occurs with the indicated side having “First Salvo” and the other “Second Salvo”. 

14.4 Break-off

Now, determine if a break-off occurs.

You may (but do not have to) choose to break-off combat if the Germans have the First Salvo. 

If an Allied force with a Troop Convoy has the “First Salvo,” the Allies automatically break-off. 
 
If the Allies have First Salvo, you must check to see if they break-off per the following formula: Roll one six-side die. If that die roll is higher than the Allied Alert Level, the Allied warships must break-off. However, if that die roll is equal to or less than the Allied Alert Level, the Allied ships remain in the space and combat ensues

Break-off execution: No combat occurs. If the Germans break-off, you must move all German ships to any eligible adjacent space of your choice (if no valid space exists, no break-off can occur). Such spaces may not contain a neutral or enemy port or naval base. Also, the space must not contain any enemy warships or Incident markers. You may move those ships together or separately to different adjacent spaces.

Allied warships that break-off are returned to the Incident pool. 

14.5 Gunfire
If neither side has broken off, combat ensues. (See the Firing Tables on the center right of the map.)

Each ship fires each type of gun (primary, secondary, and tertiary) by determining one target and rolling a number of dice equal to its side Firing Solution (below). 

You select which Allied warships that German warships will fire on.

Use the procedure in (14.11) to determine Allied targeting priorities 

Each warship fires individually. 

A warship can target only one enemy warship per round of combat. It fires all guns and torpedoes against that target. If the target is sunk, then the firing ship may not switch to another target during that round. However, during the next round of combat, it may determine a new target

Concentrating Fire: Multiple warships can target a single enemy target (within the rules for targeting).

GERMAN FIRING SOLUTION CALCULATION

(Firepower rating for the firing gun type),

+ (plus)

(Firing ship’s current Leadership value),

+ (plus)

(+1 if a Reserve Crew is present with the firing ship),

+ (plus)

(+2 if the firing ship is outfitted with a Targeting Calculator)

- (minus)

(- ? the targeted enemy ship’s printed Armor value, if any)
	= (equals)

the total quantity of dice to be rolled for that gun attack.

For Gunnery fire, each roll of “6” is a Hit. For each Gunnery Hit, roll once on the Gunnery Hit table and apply the result. 
 
Note: See also Maximum Fire (14.9) below.

Example: The Goeben fires six secondary guns and rolls three “6s”. Roll three more times on the Allied Ship Hit column to determine the effects of those hits. 

14.6 German Torpedo Fire

Torpedo fire is resolved exactly like gunfire except that you do not have to fire torpedoes at the same enemy ship you targeted with gunfire (you may do so). 

For Torpedo fire, each roll of “5” or “6” is a Hit. For each Torpedo Hit, roll once on the Torpedo Hit table and apply the result. 

14.7 Inflicting Hits

The outcomes generated by the Hit tables are all applied at the completion of a ship’s fire. A “Withdrawal” result goes into effect only after all other hits are applied. (See the Gunnery Hit Table on the center right of the map.)

14.8 German Ammunition Expenditure

You must expend one Ammunition point whenever a German warship uses its guns (move that Ammunition marker one space down the index). You expend one point regardless of the number of guns and rounds which that ship fires. 

Example: you expend one Ammunition point for the Goeben; it can then fire its primary, secondary and tertiary guns. 

You must expend one Torpedo point per Torpedo attack (move that Torpedo marker one space down the index). Example: you expend two Torpedo points for the Breslau; it then launches two torpedo attacks. 

Once a ship’s Ammunition or Torpedo marker is reduced to “zero”, that ship may not conduct any additional fire using guns or torpedos, respectively (until rearmed, see 7.1). 

14.9 Maximum Fire

You may choose to conduct maximum gunfire for German warships by expending two ammunition points (instead of only one). This doubles the total Firepower Rating of the Firing Solution for all fires that combat. 

Note: This allowance is only permitted for German ships as the German crews better trained in rapid fire than their contemporaries.

14.10 Torpedo Expenditure
You may fire one, some, or all torpedoes for a German ship during the torpedo fire step of the Combat Subroutine, deducting one point for each Torpedo so fired. 

Once a ship’s Torpedo value is reduced to “zero,” that ship may not conduct any additional torpedo launches (until that ship is rearmed).

Reloads: If a warship is outfitted with Torpedo Reload gear, then at the end of any complete phase, reset the Torpedo index to the maximum (regardless of the number fired), This requires not additional action. Remove the Torpedo Reload gear from that warship (and place it in the Available box).

14.11 Firing Allied Warships

When firing Allied ships, you must determine their firing order and and targeting priorities. 

Firing Order
Each Allied warship fires one at a time. Each must fire according to the Targeting Priority Chart (lower right of the map). 
You fire Allied warships in order of their size, from largest to smallest. Start with BB and then go down through BC, B, CA, CP, CL, DD and Troop Convoy. Each ship type will have a priority of German ship targets. If there is more than one potential target, choose one at random (via die roll). Allied warships fire using the Allied Firing Solution procedure (below). 
	
Errata: “Troop Convoy” should be in the same heading as “CL, DD”. 

Note: Target priorities include various classes of optional Austro-Hungarian ships (20.0). 

If the Allies sink a German ship, then in the next round determine new targeting priorities If both British and French units are present, all British warships fire first and then all French. 

Example: A British BC and a British DD are engaged against a German BC and German CL. The British BC fires at the German BC, and then the British DD fires at the German CL. 

ALLIED FIRING SOLUTION CALCULATION

(Firepower rating for the firing gun type),
 
= (equals)

the total quantity of dice to be rolled for that gun attack.

For Gunnery fire, each roll of “6” is a Hit. For each Gunnery Hit, roll once on the Gunnery Hit table and apply the result. 
 
14.6 Allied Torpedo Fire

Allied Torpedo fire is resolved exactly like Allied gunfire, except it hits on a “5” or “6”. Allied torpedoes are not expended by being fired (they are automatically reloaded). 

14.13 Effects of Fire upon Allied Ships

Damage is inflicted upon Allied ships per the instructions of the Gunnery Hit table. If a ship receives damage, it remains in the battle (unless later sunk), but is affected as indicated. 

A damaged ship is removed from the game at the end of a battle (it has withdrawn to an Allied naval base for repair and does not return within the framework of the scenario). Place it aside. Obviously, sunk ships are permanently out of play. 

If any Allied ship incurs more damage results than its Armor value, it is sunk (regardless of the types of damages inflicted), and removed from the game permanently. Certain combat results will immediately destroy an Allied ship. 

Example: An Allied warship with an Armor value of “2” has received three damages (one Hull damage, one Gunnery damage, and one Engine damage), and it therefore sinks.

A ship which receives a Withdrawal result is removed from the scenario (but does not count as sunk).

You receive victory points for each Allied ship damaged, and victory points for each Allied ship that is sunk. Count sunken ships as sunk and not damaged

14.14 End of Combat

After combat, all surviving German ships remain on the map. All Allied warships which are not sunk, withdrawn or damaged are returned to the Incident pool (including any Allied warships that had been initially placed in the Patrol Zone and engaged German warships).

Tally all victory points awarded to the Germans (see the Victory Points Chart on the map). If the Germans accrues at least 15 victory points during any single naval engagement, then it's a Critical Naval Win and the Leadership value of all engaged German ships is increased by “one”. Conversely, if the German final VP loss is 15 or more it's a Critical Naval Loss and the Leadership of all German ships is decreased by “one”. Other VP outcomes are draws and have no effect on Leadership. 

14.15 Attacking Allied Troop Convoys 

If an Allied Troop Convoy Incident marker is drawn, engage in combat normally. The Troop Convoy unit is considered a warship (the combat factors represent its convoy escort). However, if the Troop Convoy achieves the First Salvo, it automatically breaks-off (return that Troop Convoy to the Incident pool immediately). Do not roll against the Allied Alert level. 

15.0 COMMERCE RAIDING 

If an Allied Merchant Ship Incident marker is picked, place it aside until the Commerce Raiding phase. During that phase, any German warships in that space may conduct Merchant Ship Raiding. To do so, roll one six-sided die (only, regardless of how many warships are present), and add one warship’s Leadership rating to that die roll. The final result is the number of victory points that the German player has gained for successful raiding. Afterward, return the Allied Merchant Ship to the Incident Pool. 

Note: Merchant Ship Raiding does not use the combat procedure, nor does it expend ammunition, etc. 

16.0 SHORE BOMBARDMENT 

German warships may bombard Allied ports and naval bases. To do so, a German warship must be present in an Allied port or naval base space during the Shore Bombardment phase. Commence gunfire per 14.2. Coastal Defense units have a Contact rating of zero (“0”). They fire using their printed firepower rating as primary guns. They cannot be targeted with torpedoes. 

Coastal Defense hits against a warship are resolved normally. Warship hits against a Coastal Defense unit are resolved via the Shore Bombardment Hit column of the Firing Tables. 
 
17.0 WINNING THE GAME 

During the Objective Phase of each turn, check if you have accomplished the Mission Orders victory condition. This can include reaching a specific space with a German warship, accruing a certain level of victory points (17.1), or other specific conditions. If the condition has been accomplished, the game comes to an end and you the player have won the scenario. Otherwise, the game continues. 

If you have not won the game before the 
final turn, you lose. 

Note: You are free to continue a game after you have fulfilled a Mission victory condition to try to gain additional points or Leadership value for purposes of playing the extended campaign game (see Optional rule 24.0). 

17.1 Victory Points

Victory Points (VP) are recorded with pen and paper during the game as they are gained or lost. The specific conditions for them are listedon the Victory Points Chart (center left on the map). VP can also be lost due to various Incidents. 

If VP drop to zero or lower, the game continues (and hopefully you will recoup). You evaluate victory only at the end of a scenario.

Errata: The Victory Point Chart reference to “Sink Allied C or CL” should be “Sink Allied CP or CL”. Furthermore, all references to “CL” is also a reference to “LC” type warships.

OPTIONAL RULES

You can use Optional rules to provide variation to the rules and forces in play, as well as adding a Campaign game. 

18.0 VARIABLE INITIAL DEPLOYMENT 

Instead of setting up the German warships in Messina, roll on the Variable Initial Deployment Table (upper right on the map) and place your Task Force in the indicated space. 

19.0 ADDITIONAL GERMAN SHIPS 

The SMS Moltke was intended to replace the Goeben, but the war began before this could happen. You may opt to replace the SMS Goeben with the SMS Moltke (which has slightly superior engines). Doing so requires a deduction of -5 victory points when the game begins. You may also add the LC Stralsund to your Task Force at the start of play. It costs 10 VP. The Stralsund is in addition to the Breslau. 
You may opt to include all four German warships at the start of the scenario, which requires a deduction of -50 victory points. In this case, the Allies receive the HMS New Zealand, which is placed in the Incident pool. If you chose both German BC, add one German collier to the map, as well.

19.1 Campaign Game (rule 24.0)

You can add the Moltke and/or Stralsund only at the start of the Campaign game. Otherwise, if you play and accomplish the Atlantic Breakout mission then you have the option to bring in both the Moltke and Stralsund as reinforcements at the start of the next scenario. In this case, deduct -30 VP and receive both ships. Then add the New Zealand to the Incident Pool (unless sunk). (Note this is cheaper than purchasing them at the start of the Campaign game.)

20.0 AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN UNITS 

Austro-Hungarian warships enter play if the Austro-Hungarian Navy Incident marker is picked. The explanation provides details. Place the ships in the port of Pola. You control these units and use them as if there were German ships. However, the Austro-Hungarian ships’ Leadership rating is set at “3”, and is never changed by any game events. They may only enter the Adriatic, Eastern Mediterranean and Aegean Seas.

Note: Austro-Hungarian ships are not outfitted, do not need coal to move, and do not expend any ammunition during combat.
 
If the Austro-Hungarian ships are in play, you pick Incident markers for them normally. They may not initiate intelligence actions. If playing the Campaign Game (see 24.0), they must be in the Pola space at the end of a scenario or they are withdrawn permanently.
During a battle that includes German and Austro-Hungarian units, the German player must choose to fire all ships of one nationality first and the other second. Damaged and withdrawn Austro-Hungarian ships are removed from the map and returned at the start of the next scenario. Sunk ships are out of play permanently. 

Austro-Hungarian ships can not fulfill German victory conditions requiring occupation of spaces. They otherwise count for VP. 

20.1 Royal Navy Response

As of the instant that any Austro-Hungarian ship enters the game, the British BC HMS New Zealand is added to the Incident pool if not already in the game. 

21.0 SEAPLANES 

During outfitting, the German player may purchase an experimental Seaplane 

Designer’s Note: There were no viable seaplanes at this time, but this option is included as a “what-if” here, and will be used again during future iterations of this game system.

Seaplanes are a form of cargo. They may be purchased for deployment only on a German BC. They require two cargo spaces, shown by overlapping the counter across two spaces. If either space is damaged, the Seaplane is eliminated. No more than one Seaplane may be carried by one BC.

A Seaplane adds a +2 die roll modifier to any contact attempt conducted by a German task force in the same space. However, if it is a poor visibility turn (owing to Incident markers) or night (22.0), then the seaplane cannot be utilized during that time.


21.2 Reconnaissance

A Seaplane allows the German to conduct a free aerial reconnaissance attempt once per Intelligence Phase. Place a seaplane in any space adjacent to the German ship in which it is cargoed and then roll one six-sided die. If the die roll is a “1”, that seaplane is “shot down” and eliminated. If the roll is a “2” or “3”, there is no effect ( it has found nothing). If the roll is a “4-6”, all Allied units in that seaplane’s space are revealed. The seaplane is then returned to the ship from which it launched. If shot down, it is returned to the Available box. 

22.0 NIGHT COMBAT 

There is a possibility that combat will take place at night or otherwise limited visibility. To determine this, roll one six-sided die at the start of each naval battle: On a “1-2”, night is in effect for that battle.

The effect of night is to halve all units’ firepower (round any fractions up). Night may also affect Contact (see the Contact Chart). 

Ships with searchlights are not affected by night. Also, torpedoes are not affected by night.

23.0 MINES 

Mines are a cargo which can be carried by German CL units (only). A CL may lay mines during any German movement phase by moving the marker from a Hull box onto the map in a specific space. This does not cost any movement. Mines may not be placed in any neutral port or naval base. 
 
Mines, once placed in a space, will inflict damage upon any enemy (Allied) ship that is in that same space. Roll one die for each such ship and if a “6” is rolled that Allied ship is out of the scenario and is counted as VP for the Germans. Immediately after that, the mine marker is removed from the map and placed in the Cargo Available box.

Note: Mines, once placed, may not be moved back to a hull box.

24.0 CAMPAIGN GAME 

The Campaign game allows you to link Missions together. Set up the game per rule (3.0). When you end a scenario, remove its Mission Order marker from the game (regardless if you accomplished it or not—no scenario is replayed). The success or failure of a Mission will affect subsequent scenarios. 

24.1 Winning & Losing Scenarios

If you have accomplished your objective during a scenario, all German ships increase their Leadership ratings by one level. Additionally, implement the Bonuses conferred by the victory for winning that scenario (see the Mission Orders chart). These bonuses last for the duration of the game. 

Example: A successful Austro-Hungarian Naval Pact mission gives the Germans one Austro-Hungarian cruiser as a reinforcement. At the start of the next mission, place that cruiser per the instructions. After that next mission is completed, no additional Austro-Hungarian cruiser reinforcement is received for winning that scenario, but it would remain in play until sunk. 

If you have not accomplished your Mission objective during a scenario, all German ships reduce their Leadership ratings by one level (but never lower than the “one” space). 

Should any particular scenario end with the Germans having negative victory points, the campaign game comes to an immediate end—you are in disgrace. Otherwise, at the end of each scenario: reset your Victory Point to zero; remove all Port Visited markers; and place all Incident markers back into the pool. Then remove all ships from the map and sort them as follows.

1) All damaged ships are automatically repaired, and their values are reset to their starting levels (3.0). Non-damaged ships maintain their values. 

2) All sunk German and Austro-Hungarian ships are permanently removed from any future scenarios.

3) All sunk Allied CA, CL, CP, DD, and Convoy Escorts are restored to play. Other sunk warships are out of play permanently. 

Design Note: Allied non-capital ships are replaced from the numerous cruisers and destroyers which the British and French navies maintained.

4) Remove all Coastal Defense units from the map. Return all eliminated Coastal Defense units to play. These are placed per the Standard Set- up procedure (see 3.0).

5) When beginning the next mission, the Alert level is set to a value equal to the number of Missions you have successfully completed plus “one”. 

24.2 German Warship Basing 

After a mission is completed, place German ships in the port of Pola. Certain successful missions will allow German ships to be set up in ports listed under the Mission’s Bonus column. 

Example: If you successfully completed the Ottoman Alliance Mission, German ships may be placed in Ottoman ports such as Constantinople or the Dardanelles.

If Austro-Hungarian ships are in the war, they must all be placed in Pola.

24.3 Allied Warship Deployment

Place Allied warships per the standard Set-up (3.0). The step in initial setup in which Allied ships are placed on Patrol Zones is modified as follows: for every sunken Allied capital ship (BC), add in one Incident marker to the group which is set up with the ships in the Allied Patrol Zones. Those markers are picked at random. When revealed, apply any events. 

24.4 Ottoman versus Italian Neutrality

If you accomplish the Ottoman Alliance mission before picking the Italian Alliance objective, then remove the Italian Alliance from play. Italy is a permanent neutral. However, if you accomplish the Italian Alliance Mission before picking the Ottoman Alliance, then remove the Ottoman Alliance objective from play. The Ottoman Empire is a permanent neutral.

24.5 Winning the Campaign Game

Upon completing the final scenario, the number of Mission objectives successfully completed will determine the success or failure of the campaign:

0-2 Successes	Failure, you lose your command.
3 Successes	Draw, you won’t go down in history.
4+ Successes	Victory, you are promoted and become famous. 


“Destroyed but not conquered!”
If all four German ships are sunk, evaluate the number of Missions accomplished. If you have enough to claim a victory, then you win a moral victory. 
 
25.0 MULTI-PLAYER OPTIONS

You can play Goeben with more than one player, each taking the role of a different German naval officer. Here are some examples:

1) Task Force Officers
Commander: makes final decisions. First Officer: picks incident chits; recommends intelligence actions and outfitting. Gunnery Officer: recommends which enemy ships will be fired upon, and the rate of fire. Engineer: recommend speed and manages repairs. All: recommend course (direction) for the task force.

2) Individual Ship Commanders 
Each player commands one German ship and makes decisions for it. If there is a conflict, then order of precedence for actions and decisions are the commanders of the (first) Goeben, Moltke, Breslau and (last) Stralsund. Players may communicate with each only if their ships are in the same space, or if they each have a Wireless. Also, if a player’s ship is in a friendly or neutral naval base or port, he can write a message on a piece of paper and any other player whose ship enters that space can read it. 

3) Austro-Hungarians
If Austro-Hungarian ships are in play, then one player controls them. The Austro-Hungarian commander has precedence conducting actions with his ships in the Adriatic. Otherwise, use the order of precedence above. All Austro-Hungarian ships are assumed to have wireless. 

INCIDENT CHART
Marker
Effects
Allied Merchantman 
Germans may attack in the Commerce Raiding phase (15.0). 
Allied Patrol
If you are currently located in an Allied Patrol Zone, Allied Port, or Allied Naval Base, raise the Allied Alert level by one (5.0). 
Allied Submarine
Roll one die
1-2 =  False report, no effect. 
3-4 = Evasive Action; for each German warship in the space, choose to either 
(1) expend one Coal; or (2) apply the Torpedo Run outcome (below). 
5  =  Torpedo Run. Roll once for each German warship; on a “5-6” it must then roll on the Torpedo Hit Table to determine any damage.
6  =  Ram speed. You sink the submarine (gain two VP). Also, select one ship in your task force and it takes one hull damage. 
Austro-Hungarian Fleet Sorties 
This applies only if you have at least one warship in the Adriatic Sea.
1) Standard rules: If you pick any Allied warships during this Incident phase in the Adriatic Sea (for any German force), then return those warships to the Pool without engaging in combat; do not pick substitutes.
2) Optional rules: Roll one die and pick at random that number of Austro-Hungarian warships. Place them in Pola. They are controlled by the Germans. Then raise the Allied Alert level by one. See the Austro-Hungarian Units rule (20.0). 
3) After playing this marker, remove it from play. 
Collier Attacked
Roll one die for each German collier ship on the map. On a “6,” it is eliminated and you lose one VP. 
Central Powers Fleet Sortie
This applies only if either the Ottoman Alliance or the Italian Alliance Mission has been accomplished on a prior turn; otherwise, treat as Quiet Seas. 
1) Ottoman Alliance: If you pick any Allied warships from the Pool during this Incident phase in the Aegean Sea (for any German force), then return those warships to the Pool without engaging in combat; do not pick substitutes.
2) Italian Alliance: If you pick any Allied warships from the Pool during this Incident phase in the Adriatic or Western Mediterranean Sea (for any German force), then return those warships to the Pool without engaging in combat; do not pick substitutes. This includes French troop convoys.
3) After playing this marker, remove it from play. 
French Navy Sorties
1) Any German colliers in or adjacent to the Toulon or North African patrol zones are eliminated.
2) Place this marker on the map. In the ensuing movement phase, German warships may not enter the Toulon and North African patrol zones. Any German warships in those zones at the end of that movement phase are sunk. Return this marker to the Pool at the end of that movement phase.
French Troop Convoy
This applies only if you are in the Western Mediterranean; otherwise, return this counter to the Pool and do not pick a substitute. Place this troop convoy in the space which your warship occupies. You must engage in combat during the Naval Combat phase. (See 14.0)
French Warship
This applies only if you are in the Western Mediterranean; otherwise, return this counter to the Pool and do not pick a substitute. Place this warship in the space which your warship occupies. You must engage in combat during the Naval Combat phase. (See 14.0)
Friendly Ship 
This is executed during the next turn’s Outfitting/Repair Phase (7.0). Hold the marker to one side; if you have any surviving warships in the space: (1) Roll one die and gain that total number of coal; distribute the coal to German ships in the space; and (2) gain two additional Repair die rolls for each ship in the space. (You must take an Outfitting/Repair phase to execute this marker).
Intelligence from Berlin
Same as IB or JE on the Intelligence Table. Choose one of them. 
Limited Visibility
If naval combat occurs in this turn in this space in this turn, roll one die as a special case:
1-2: Combat begins at Secondary range. Fire all Primary and Secondary guns together. Torpedoes fire normally.
3-4: Combat begins at Tertiary range. Fire all Primary, Secondary and Tertiary guns together. Torpedoes fire normally.
5-6: Poor visibility; no combat or shore bombardment may occur here. 
See also the Contact table. If more than one of these Incidents is picked, roll only once.
Mechanical Breakdown
Roll one die for each ship in this space. On a “6,” deduct “one” from its engine value (but never lower than zero). 
Minefield 
This is applied only if the German task force is in an Allied port or Allied naval base. Roll one die for each ship in the task force. On a “6,” it takes one hull and one engine hit. 
Quiet Seas
No effect.
Royal Navy Conflicting Orders 
Reduce the Alert Level by one space (5.0), but never less than one. 
Royal Navy Orders “Pursue”
Raise the Allied Alert Level by one space (5.0), but never greater than six.
Royal Navy Warship 
Place this warship in the space which your warship occupies. You must engage in combat during the Naval Combat phase. (See 14.0)
Morale Check
If this is Turn 1, then treat this Incident as Quiet Seas. 
Otherwise: Multiply the current Turn number by “5.” If this number is greater than or equal to the current VP total, then in any Combat this turn, roll one extra die for each type of German Gun and Torpedoes when firing. If the number is less than the current VP total, then roll one less die for each. This applies to to German but not Austro-Hungarian warships. 
Storm
1) Roll one die for each German warship in this space. On a “6”, it takes one hull hit (or one engine damage for Austro-Hungarians). And 2) Skip the Ensuing Combat phase in this space. If the space has Allied warships, they remain in place and are not returned to the Pool (this happens regardless of the die roll). No shore bombardment or marine landings are permitted in this space this turn. 



ORDERS (SCENARIO) CHART
Objective
Instructions
Number of Days
Execution
Bonus for Winning 
(Campaign Game)
Atlantic Breakout
SMS Goeben is ordered to join the High Seas fleet in the North Sea for a planned action against the Royal Navy. Transit the Straits of Gibraltar, causing as much damage as possible to Allied forces, and break out into the Atlantic Ocean. 
6
1) End Mission in the Atlantic space.
2) Have at least 60 victory points. 
 
Choose one: 1) Remove one British BC from the Incident Pool (picked at random). It is permanently out of the game. Or
2) Receive the Moltke and Stralsund as reinforcements by paying the VP costs (see 19.0).
3) You may start German warships in the North Atlantic space or any Spanish Port (even though neutral—does not count against one time neutrality visit). 
Austro-Hungarian Naval Pact
The Austro-Hungarian Navy needs to take the offensive in the Mediterranean. Proceed to their base at Pola to provide the necessary leadership and combat power for this effort. 
6
 1) End Mission in the Pola space.
2) Have at least 60 victory points. 

1) Add to starting forces one Austro-Hungarian CA or CL (chosen at random). This ship starts in Pola. 
2) You may start German warships in any Austro-Hungarian Naval Bases or Ports.
Raid French African Army Convoys 
French convoys are transporting their North African Army to the Western Front where those divisions may interfere with the Schleiffen Plan. Proceed to the Western Mediterranean and prevent this from occurring. 
10
1) End Mission in any friendly Naval Base.
2) Destroy all Allied coastal defense units in Algiers, Philippeville and Bone
3) Have at least 100 victory points. 
 
1) You may start German warships in any Austro-Hungarian or Italian Naval Bases or Ports (even if the latter is Neutral—does not count against one time neutrality visit).
2) The North African patrol zone is treated as an ordinary High Seas space for the rest of the game. 
Italian Alliance
The Italians are considering becoming an active belligerent on the part of the Central Powers. Proceed to their naval base at Genoa for a show of friendship. 
10
1) End Mission in Genoa.
2) Have at least 100 victory points. 

1) Italian Ports and Naval Bases are now Central Powers controlled for the rest of the game. 
2) Remove the Ottoman Alliance Mission Orders from play.
3) The Malta and Adriatic Patrol Zones are treated as ordinary High Seas spaces for the rest of the game.
4) You may start German warships in any Italian or Austro-Hungarian Naval Bases or Ports.
Ottoman Alliance
Berlin has been in secret talks with the Ottoman Empire regarding their joining the Central Powers. Proceed to their capital at Constantinople to cement the alliance. 
8
1) End Mission in the Constantinople space.
2) Have at least 75 victory points. 
 
1) Ottoman Ports and Naval Bases are now Central Powers controlled for the rest of the game. 
2) Remove the Italian Alliance Mission Orders from play. 
3) You may start German warships in Constantinople or the Dardanelles.
Suez Canal Operation 
The Suez Canal is the lifeline of the British Empire. Proceed to the Canal and interfere with its operations. 
8
1) End Mission in any friendly Naval Base.
2) Destroy all Allied coastal defense units in Alexandria and Port Said.
2) Have at least 75 victory points. 

1) The Alexandria Patrol Zone is treated as an ordinary High Seas space for the rest of the game. 
2) You may start German warships in any Ottoman Naval Base or Port (even if the latter is Neutral—does not count against one time neutrality visit).



